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Today ceramics are used in many industrial applications, for example, in the biomedical field, for high-temperature components or for cutting tools. This is attributed to their excellent mechanical and physical properties, as low density, high strength, and hardness or chemical resistance. However, these specific mechanical properties lead to problems regarding the postprocessing of ceramics. In particular, cutting processes require expensive tools which cause high manufacturing costs to machine ceramics. Consequently, there is a demand for alternative machining processes. Microelectrical discharge machining (micro-EDM) is a thermal abrasion process which is based on electrical discharges between a tool and a workpiece. The advantages of micro-EDM are more and more in focus for ceramic machining. These advantages include the process of being a noncontact technology, an independency of material brittleness and hardness, a low impact on the material, and the achievable microstructures. This paper presents the current state of investigations regarding micro-EDM of ceramics. Beside the process principle of EDM, the used procedures for machining ceramics and insulating ceramics are described. Furthermore several machining examples are presented to demonstrate the possibilities of the micro-EDM process with regard to the machining of ceramics.

1. Introduction

In the last decades the interest for using high-performance ceramics steadily increased. This can be attributed to their outstanding properties such as a low density, high hardness and strength even at high temperatures, their chemical resistance, and their wear resistance. Because of this, there is a large area of application for these materials. But, especially for the machining of ceramics, the excellent mechanical properties lead to very high demands with regard to suitable manufacturing processes. Possible postprocessing—in the hardened state—by cutting processes is only possible to a limited extent and requires specific and expensive tools. One possible solution is the near-net-shape fabrication of ceramics. However, in consequence of the shrinkage of ceramics within the sintering process, it is hard to realise functional dimensions. Because of this, postprocessing often is unavoidable for the fabrication of precision parts.

One approach for a solution is the use of abrasive processes like laser machining [1, 2] or electrical discharge machining (EDM). Due to their removal of material by a thermal ablation, they are independent of the mechanical properties such as hardness, strength, and brittleness. With the ongoing miniaturization of mechanical systems, there is a demand for small ceramic components. This can be fulfilled by the use of microelectrical discharge machining (micro-EDM) for a finish machining of ceramic parts.

This paper provides an overview of developments and procedures which allow machining of ceramics by micro-EDM. Furthermore, selected machining examples are presented which demonstrate the possibilities of this manufacturing process.

2. Process Principle of Electrical Discharge Machining

Electrical discharge machining is a process which is based on electrical discharges between two electrodes, the tool and the workpiece. The ablation of the material is realised...
by melting and evaporation of material. Figure 1 shows the process principle.

Tool and workpiece are separated by a dielectric medium, either dielectric oil or deionised water. For realising an electrical discharge, a voltage is applied between tool and workpiece and the distance between the electrodes is decreased. By reaching the breakdown voltage of the dielectric medium, a discharge takes place, establishing a plasma channel which causes a current flow. Thus, temperatures of more than 10000 K occur and the material gets melted and evaporated, creating an expanding gas bubble.

Stopping the input of the energy leads to a collapse of the plasma channel and therefore to an end of the discharge. The formed gas bubble collapses, too. The particles of the removed material are flushed away by this and the flow of the dielectric medium. By applying a voltage between tool and workpiece again, the process repeats in the same procedure.

A repetition of this process leads to a removal of material and due to the tool feed in direction of the workpiece its shape is resembled in the material. Through the thermal influence on both electrodes, there is also a wear at the tool. The resulting surface can be described by an assembly of single discharges which lead to a crater-like topology. The dimension of the craters strongly depends on the used process energy which can be modified by selecting respective process parameters.

The discharges take place at the site of the lowest dielectric breakdown voltage. Usually, this is the area of the smallest distance between both electrodes. But due to presence of particles of removed material and gas bubbles, it is possible that the breakdown voltage of the dielectric fluid is reduced by these, which leads to discharges in areas with a higher distance between tool and workpiece.

This noncontact process behaviour is the main benefit of electrical discharge machining. Due to the thermal ablation of the material, it is independent of material hardness and brittleness. Furthermore, by the nearly force-free processing, it is possible to use thin and fragile tool electrodes to realise small geometries with high aspect ratios.

In micro-EDM, usually discharge durations of $t_e \leq 1 \mu s$ and discharge energies of $W_e \leq 100 \mu J$ are realised. It is possible to achieve craters with a diameter of $\leq 5 \mu m$ and a depth of $\leq 1 \mu m$. This leads to resulting surface roughness lower than $R_z \leq 1 \mu m$.

### 3. Electrical Discharge Machining of Ceramics

Electrical discharge machining requires a minimum electric conductivity about $10^{-2} \Omega^{-1} \text{cm}^{-1}$. This demand is fulfilled by metallic materials. The minimum electric conductivity constitutes a critical factor for the possibility of electrical discharge machining of ceramics. As an overview, Figure 2 shows the electrical conductivity for selected metallic materials and ceramics.

Electrically conductive ceramics like silicon doped silicon carbide (SiSiC), titanium diboride (TiB$_2$), or titanium nitride (TiN) can be machined by EDM [3, 4] like metallic materials. For nonconductive ceramics like ZrO$_2$ (zirconia), aluminium oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$), or silicon nitride (Si$_3$N$_4$), the electric conductivity is too low to achieve an electrical discharge between...
tool and workpiece and therefore using a conventional EDM process is not possible. However, there are two different possibilities which allow machining of nonconductive ceramics. The first option is a doping of the ceramics by a conductive phase. Thus, it is possible to increase the conductivity above $10^{-2} \, \Omega^{-1} \, \text{cm}^{-1}$ which enables machining of these ceramics by EDM. The second option is the so-called "assisting electrode method." For this procedure, an electrical conductive starting layer is used to begin the process.

### 3.1. Doped Ceramics

As already mentioned, it is possible to influence the conductivity of insulating ceramics like ZrO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$, and Si$_3$N$_4$ by doping. To achieve this, a secondary electrically conductive phase is incorporated into the material which enables the possibility to machine these ceramics by EDM. Successful approaches were achieved with the reinforcements of TiB$_2$, WC, ZrB$_2$, TiC, TiCN, and TiN in zirconia [5–7]. Yoo et al. also used yttrium nitrate (YN) for realising an electrically conductive SiC ceramic [8]. For Al$_2$O$_3$, the incorporating with TiN and TiCN was reported as successful attempt to realise machining by EDM [6, 9]. For Si$_3$N$_4$ mainly reinforcements of TiN were used for doping [10, 11].

One disadvantage of this procedure is the influence of these reinforcements on the mechanical properties of the material, which could lead to undesirable effects. By increasing of the content of TiN, a decreasing of the hardness, the fracture toughness, and the flexural strength of ZrO$_2$ can be observed [5].

### 3.2. Assisting Electrode Method

The "assisting electrode method" for machining insulating ceramics was first mentioned and investigated by Mohri et al. [12, 13]. Figure 3 shows a schematic illustration of the process principle. In this procedure, a conductive layer is applied on the surface of the insulating ceramic. Thereby, the process can initially be started by machining this conductive starting layer. Mohri et al. used a copper plate, respectively, a copper mesh as material for the conductive layer. A hydrocarbon oil was used as dielectric fluid within the experiments.

The procedure is based on the effect that machining of the thin starting layer material also causes an ablation of the workpiece material below. Additionally, the hydrocarbons in dielectric oil are disintegrated and carbon is available. On the ceramic surface, a secondary thin conductive layer is formed which enables a continuous EDM process for these insulating ceramics. By thoroughly controlling this process, it is possible to achieve a stable repetition of this sequence of removing the conductive layer and the underlying workpiece material and the deposition of a secondary layer onto the surface. The machining is possible as long as the conductive layer can be generated reliably. By using deionised water, the assisting electrode could not be realised yet.

The formation of a conductive layer during the assisting electrode method also leads to a different shape of the discharge pulses. Figure 4 shows exemplarily a comparison of a discharge for metallic materials and for the insulating ceramic zirconia.

The discharge pulses were realised with the same process parameters. For both graphs, the voltage $U$ is illustrated by the blue curve and the current by the red line. The typical "metal" discharge in micro-EDM can be characterised by a rapid voltage drop with an overshoot into the negative range and a simultaneous rise of the current (in this case to 2 A). The duration of the discharge is in the range of hundred nanoseconds. After the discharge, the generator capacitor is immediately recharged, which can be recognized by the rising voltage. In micro-EDM of insulating ceramics like ZrO$_2$, a different pulse shape can be observed. Compared to the...
typical “metal” discharge, there is a much slower voltage drop to approximately 15 V without overshoot into the negative range. At the beginning of the discharge, there is a short current peak similar to those in metal but with a lower current value of about 0.2 A. This is thought to be attributed to the much lower electric conductivity of the formed conductive layer in comparison with metals. For example, Mohri et al. estimated a specific resistance of $8.1 \times 10^{-2} \Omega \text{cm}$ for the formed layer on $\text{Si}_3\text{N}_4$ [14], which is much lower than the values for steel (about $1 \times 10^{-3} \Omega \text{cm}$ to $2 \times 10^{-5} \Omega \text{cm}$).

Following this, there is a second phase of the discharge characterised by a longer hold of the current and voltage at a specific value which cannot be observed for typical “metal” discharges. In this example, the duration of this phase is about 6 $\mu$s. Subsequently, the current decrease to zero and the used RC pulse generator is charged which can be observed by the rising voltage. Fukuzawa et al. and Schubert and Zeidler report that the electrically conductive layer is built trough disintegration of the hydrocarbon based EDM oil during this long period [15, 16].
3.3. Current Research for EDM of Insulating Ceramics. Several studies were done to investigate the assisting electrode method for improving the applicability of this procedure. Key topics are the ablation behaviour of the single insulating ceramics (ZrO₂, Al₂O₃, Si₃N₄, and SiC), the used materials for the starting layer, and the layer generation process itself.

For ZrO₂, it is suggested that the rebuilt conductive layer is ZrC [13, 17]. The deposition of ZrC could also be observed for a new developed ZrB₂-Cu tool electrode [18]. In contrast to the ceramic Al₂O₃, machining of Si₃N₄, SiC, and ZrO₂ has been done successfully by using the assisting electrode method [15, 19–25]. For Al₂O₃ machining by EDM is more critical because the creation of the conductive layer depends upon the degree of purity of the material [20]. Mohri et al. report that due to the higher free forming energy of Al₂O₃ compared to those of ZrC and TiC the generation of a conductive layer is more difficult on Al₂O₃ which leads to a more unstable process [13, 26].

There are several different procedures for the preparation of a conductive layer which were realised and investigated. Mohri et al. used a TiN-layer deposited by a physical vapour deposition process (PVD) [14]. Sabur et al. and Banu et al. used a copper foil as starting layer for the assisting electrode method [20, 22]. Another possibility is the usage of conductive silver lacquer [16, 27] which can be printed and sintered or applied by brush. Mohri et al. also used a method called “baked-carbon” to realise a starting layer [13, 26]. The most important requirement is the mechanical attachment of the conductive layer onto the workpiece surface. For example, Schubert and Zeidler reported no useable results by using foils in combination with a vibration of the workpiece [27]. Figure 5 shows exemplarily a sample of ZrO₂ with a conductive silver lacquer which is usually used at the Technische Universität Chemnitz for experimental investigations in micro-EDM of insulating ceramics.

Main requirement for machining insulating ceramics by micro-EDM is a stable process which is based on continuous forming of a conductive layer on the surface of the workpiece. To achieve this, the process parameters have to be optimized. Crucial is especially the transition moment from ablating the assisting electrode to first creation and machining of the secondary layer. Here, suitable feed to discharge ratio has to be implemented in order to avoid tool breakage if the secondary layer is not yet sufficiently formed. Furthermore, for high aspect ratio bores, the changing electrical boundary conditions have to be considered. Schubert and Zeidler reported a decreasing current up to 50% by increasing machining depth for machining ZrO₂ [16]. This is attributable to a rising electrical resistance with growing bore depth. Due to this, the process speed declines until the feed rate approaches zero. This behaviour can be observed in Figure 6.

The rising electrical resistance causes decreasing of the current and the discharge energy. It has to be assumed that the discharge energy falls below a threshold value which is necessary to create efficient discharges and thus remove workpiece material.

Another important influencing parameter for micromachining of insulating ceramics is the flushing. Schubert et al. reported an improvement in processing time, bore depth, and tool wear by using a rotating tool and vibration [28]. Due to the this, there is better flushing and thus better removing of debris. Banu et al. could only realize stable machining by using a rotational speed between 300 rpm and 600 rpm [22].

By means of these examples, it is clear that main goal for research is the optimisation of process parameters for achieving a stable process which is marked by stable forming of the conductive layer.

4. Machining Examples for Micro-EDM of Ceramics

In this chapter selected examples are presented which illustrate the possibilities in micro-EDM of ceramics.

4.1. Doped Ceramics. Ferraris et al. realised an extrusion die and an air bearing component by using a micro-EDM
milling strategy for ceramic composites $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$–TiCN and $\text{ZrO}_2$–TiN [6]. Figure 7 shows SEM images of the fabricated components.

The star shaped deep drawing tool has a diameter of 3 mm which can be used for fibre optic extrusion. The second part is a thrust air bearing surface which consists of 0.015 mm deep circular grooves. Both parts were realised by a layer-by-layer milling strategy with a machining time of 1 h [6].

### 4.2. Insulating Ceramics

Hösel et al. realised different channel geometries in zirconia by using a structured copper tool electrode [21]. Figure 8, left, shows a SEM image of the machined grooves.

The grooves were fabricated by sinking the structured copper electrode into the zirconia sample. The channel geometries had a length of 4 mm with widths of 0.5 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.125 mm, and 0.08 mm at a depth of 0.2 mm. Hösel et al. also machined rigid bars in $\text{ZrO}_2$ by using a modular tool concept [29]. Figure 8, right, shows a SEM image of a complete bar machined with a distance plate of 100 $\mu$m. By this procedure, it was possible to erode bars with aspect ratios of more than 80. They achieved bars with heights of 1.5 mm and for the smallest bar a width of 8 $\mu$m.

Several experimental investigations regarding the micro-EDM of insulating ceramics were performed at the Technische Universität Chemnitz by using two Sarix micro-EDM machines. One of them, a Sarix Sx-100 HPM, is shown in Figure 9.

Amongst other parts, Schubert and Zeidler realised microbores and pole structures in zirconia [16]. Figure 10,
left and right, shows a SEM image of the feature. The pole structure with a width of 50 \( \mu \)m was realised by the subsequent machining of four microbores. Schubert and Zeidler also realised microbores with a diameter of less than 200 \( \mu \)m and aspect ratios of 5.8. Higher aspect ratios for these microbores could not be achieved due to an insufficient material removal. Figure 10, right, shows a cross section of the realised microbores. A strong diffusion of carbide into the base material can be observed within the bores.

In further experiments, at the Technische Universität Chemnitz, the machining of complex geometries in zirconia was investigated. Two fabricated hemispheres in ZrO\(_2\) are illustrated in Figure 11.

Both of the hemispheres were realised by a layer-by-layer micro-EDM milling process with different process parameters. The diameter of the hemisphere is about 500 \( \mu \)m. As can be seen in the SEM-images, there is a difference in the surface quality and the precision. This demonstrates that it is necessary to know the ablation behaviour of insulating ceramics for realising parts with high precision and accuracy.

However, there is still a strong demand of research regarding the micro-EDM for insulating ceramics concerning...
the understanding of the process, the influence of the process parameters, and the ablation behaviour of the single insulating ceramics.

5. Summary

In this paper, the microelectrical discharge machining of ceramics and especially insulating ceramics was presented. This is a field of research which is intensively investigated at the Technische Universität Chemnitz. Beside the characterisation of the ablation behaviour for different ceramics (e.g., ZrO$_2$, Si$_3$N$_4$-TiN, or alumina toughened zirconia), investigations were conducted regarding the surface roughness, the achievable aspect ratios, and the fabrication of complex structures.

Recent developments, procedures, and machining examples in micro-EDM of ceramics were described and illustrated in this paper.

The results of research show that micro-EDM is a suitable process for postprocessing of ceramics. Due to the assisting electrode method, it is also possible to machine insulating ceramics. There is also a strong demand for further investigations to the micro-EDM of ceramics. Topic areas are the extension of processable ceramic materials, the improvement of the ablation process of special ceramics (e.g., Al$_2$O$_3$), the optimisation of the process behaviour, and a better understanding of the formation of the conductive layer.
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